FOREIGN LANGUAGE PROFICIENCY

All teacher preparation programs in the School of Education require foreign language proficiency for degree completion and for NYS teacher certification. Proficiency can be fulfilled through high school study, if you have completed three years/levels of the same foreign language. In this case, please access the High School Transcript Release which is a document on your Art Education and Music Education link. Print the Release Form, sign it and give it to your high school guidance counselor.

If you cannot document completion of three years/levels of one high school language, you must complete a language course at the college level. To take a language at Syracuse University, or for information on other options for fulfilling the requirement at another institution or through earned college credit, please call 1-800-443-1106 and speak to academic advisors Pam Hachey (for students with last names A-L) or Carol Radin. (for students with last names M-Z).